Price List
PURE COCONUT SAP PRODUCTS
350ml Coconut syrup

$60.00

500ml Coconut syrup

$85.00

50g Chilli Sauce

$10.00

WHOLESALE
6 Litre Coconut Syrup

$300.00

10 Litre Coconut syrup

$550.00

KAMAIMAI is rich in nutrients
and packed full of vitamins such
as Vitamin B complex, Vitamin
C, amino acids and minerals.

Buy our products at
Bulk Shop stores in Honiara:
Point Cruz, Central Market,
Kukum and Chinatown

Rich in nutrients and
packed full of vitamins
100% organic

Wings Store: Gizo town

Place your order
teniitekaina@gmail.com
Ph: +677 877 0515
or
+677 744 1864

Find us on facebook
facebook/tekamaimai

Kamaimai chilli sauce sachets

Pure coconut sap syrup

Locally produced in
Western Province,
Solomon Islands

What is KAMAIMAI?

Our KAMAIMAI story

Kamaimai is a natural syrup with
nutrients that can be used in many
different ways as an alternative
sweetener.

Kamaimai is a Pacific treasure produced in the
beautiful coastal village of Titiana in the Western
Province and Wagina Island in the Solomon
Islands.

It is traditionally made from the sap
of a flowering coconut tree.

Tamisia and Noah, along with a local association
of ‘toddy’ farmers or sap collectors, carefully
nurture their coconut trees to ensure a
sustainable supply of toddy.

Gently simmered and reduced down
over a wood fire, it produces a rich
red-amber nectar, sticky like
caramel, that is known as Kamaimai.

So many ways to use

KAMAIMAI

Pour over pancakes and ice-cream

Use it for baking
Add to your tea or coffee
Mix it in a milkshake
Soothing for coughs
Use in sauces and cooking

The boys behind the bottle: brothers Tam and Noah

Kamaimai’s philosophy is all about supporting
communities. Titiana and Wagina, two villages
where Noah and Tam were brought up benefit
from the production.

So tasty, so healthy
We also mix our syrup with locally
grown chilli to make Chilli Kamaimai,
or fruits to create delicious jams.

